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FROM THE EDITOR:
This January I attended the Grand National Roadster Show in Pomona, CA. This is the oldest and most prestigious hot rod show in
the world. Hundreds of customized cars are displayed. I love the
machines. While wandering among the exhibits, a fellow from
one of the vendor booths beckoned me to his table. Normally I
would ignore such huskstering, but this fellow sat under a banner
that read “Save The Salt.” I went over.
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The salt that he wanted to save is the Bonneville Salt Flats. Most
readers know this place for its flat-as-a-pancake, pure white
surface that has been the backdrop for countless photo shoots
and car ads. The terrain is stark and surreal. It is also the site of
the Bonneville Speedway, where automobile land speed records
are set. Since the 1950’s hot-rodders have converged here every
summer for Speed Week, when hundreds of souped-up machines
speed across the hard, flat salt surface in timed speed trials. It is a
hot-rod Mecca.

A streamline racer at Speed Week on the Bonneville Salt Flats.

The problem is the salt flats are disappearing. Once it covered
90,000 acres. It is now only 30,000 acres. Sixty years ago the salt
surface on the racecourse was 6 feet thick. Today in some places
it is but ½” deep. The alarming depletion of the salt layer is most
likely due to commercial collection of the salt for potash (primarily for fertilizer.) More than 55-million tons of salt have been
taken since mining began in 1963.
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Desert Survivors is an affiliation of desert lovers committed to experiencing,
sharing and protecting desert wilderness wherever we find it. We recognize
the places we love to explore will not remain wild unless we give others the
opportunity to experience them as we do and unless we remain vigilant and
active in our efforts to monitor and preserve them.

mining, exposing the saline mud beneath, we could be heading for
an air pollution catastrophe. The example I am thinking of is the
toxic dust of Owens Lake after its mud bottom was exposed to the
air. Bonneville is federal land managed by the BLM. I asked the
hot-rodder about going to the BLM to save the salt. He muttered
some anti-government gibberish about how the BLM was not going to help. In this case he was right, but not for the usual reasons
right-leaning libertarians believe about government agencies. In
this case the BLM seems to be in cahoots with the mining corporation and let the salt flats and hot-rodders be damned.
Motor sports enthusiasts are overwhelmingly men who fancy
themselves rugged individualists. Their powerful, high-performance cars are manifestationss of this view. Taking away another
man’s God-given-right to mine whereever he damn well pleases
tends to run against their grain. They see environmentalists as
enemies. They hate Priuses.
On the other hand, if the hot-rodders really want to save the salt
they might do well to ally themselves with the Prius-huggers of
The Sierra Club or the Center For Biological Diversity or other
collective environmental groups to pass legislation and/or use the
courts to make the BLM save the salt. After all, protecting this
land and balancing it for all users is the prime directive of the
BLM at Bonneville. They should do their job.

The hot-rodder at the “Save The Salt” booth was alarmed, and
for good reason. In a few years the salt may all be gone and the
speedway may become a ruddy grey mud flat. Preserving the
wonderful white salt crust just for its beauty was enough to get me
on board.
What I found curious, however, was how the “Save The Salt”
man intended to rescue Bonneville. He was asking for donations
to purchase the salt brine “tailings” from the mining operation to
dump back onto the raceway. He said that otherwise the mining
company was bagging it and selling it as road salt at Wal-Mart. If
enough people contributed they could save the raceway by buying
back the salt from the mine that had just extracted it from the site.
I was astounded by this solution. It would cost millions to purchase the leftover salt and then send it right back onto the claim to
be mined all over again. The mine gets its salt/potash by pumping
the minerals in solution from an aquifer beneath the flats. I gave
the fellow $5, which was enough to buy 500 pounds, and walked
away shaking my head.
The salt at Bonneville is relatively hard and it does not create dust
storms when the wind blows. If the salt crust is sloughed off by
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I know this sounds far fetched, but I could imagine an alliance of
environmentalists such as Desert Survivors and motor vehicle users in another potential environmental catastrophe. I am thinking
about the proposed Dragonfly Mine in Last Chance Canyon that I
write about on pages 4-6 of this issue. Hundreds of OHVs drive
these canyon roads every weekend. As much as I cannot stand
dirt bikes and quad-runners and all their noisy, terrain-destroying,
off-road ilk, for the sake of this precious desert land I will take
them any day over huge, open pit and cyanide leeching ponds.
We joined forces with Stalin to defeat the Nazis, right? With
existing environmental protections it should not have to come to
this. But you never know.

Nicholas Blake

Cover photo: Backpackers gather around trip leader Bob Davis as he determines
their location in the Trilobite Wilderness, October 2014. Photo by A.H. Cominos.
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Mopah Peak obscured by clouds. Desert Survivors trek into the Turtle Mountains on a rainy day during a November
2014 backpack.
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Scenes from the
Discovery Channel
series Gold Rush.

the dirty
stampede
Record-high gold prices have fueled a worldwide, 21st
Century gold rush. Bulldozers and cyanide leeching
ponds are the tools of the modern 49er and one
company has its sights set on a beloved spot in the
El Paso Mountains, California for its dirty business.

By Nicholas Blake
Often the highest rated television show on Friday nights is not
sports or one of the broadcast networks offerings but a “reality”
show on cable TV that features three companies mining gold in
the Canadian Yukon. The Discovery Channel’s Gold Rush has
been a huge ratings success for going on five seasons.
The show has a large male audience and it is no wonder since
it features scene after scene of huge bulldozers, excavators and
monster dump trucks digging up and moving great piles of
dirt. The show features a cast of colorful characters and their
“real-life” quests for a “glory hole” make compelling stories and
entertaining TV. I love every episode.
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On the other hand, as a conservationist I find the show utterly
appalling. Over the course of five seasons I have watched
hundreds if not thousands of acres of beautiful wilderness dug
up, bulldozed and otherwise decimated by the miners, all to
glean a few Mason jars filled with gold dust. The show’s narrator constantly makes reference to the million dollar bonanzas
the miners are seeking and miners tell moving stories of their
dreams of striking it rich. The amount of heavy machinery, fuel,
man-hours of work and environmental devastation to extract
such a pittance of gold makes such a quest seem absurd. Then
again, with gold priced at $1200 to $1500 per ounce, a couple of
jars of gold dust actually is worth a million dollars. And therein
lies the problem.
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Auric Goldfinger would be
delighted by today’s gold prices.

In every episode the Yukon miners tear apart acre upon acre of wilderness.

There is now a worldwide gold rush and gold-bearing ground
previously considered too-poor for extraction is now looked
upon as the next El Dorado. The stampede is back and prospectors are taking aim at our deserts.
A project of immediate concern is the proposed Dragonfly Mine
in the El Paso Mountains of Kern County. Glacial Minerals Inc.
of Simi Valley, CA owns placer claims for 960 acres of alluvial
deposits in upper Last Chance Canyon and they are interested
in mining it. This is an area familiar to many Desert Survivors
as we have sponsored trips here and many of us have driven
through the mining claim to visit the Borro Schmidt Tunnel and
Bickel Camp. It is an area of wonderful natural beauty. Several Native American rock art sites are also found here.
In February 2015, the U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
approved a plan by Glacial Minerals to drill 12 exploratory core
holes in the area. The core holes are commonly used by mining
companies to assess the mineral content of a site and are a prerequisite for commercial mining. Desert Survivors and two other
environmental groups have joined a petition by The Center For
Biological Diversity (The Center) challenging the BLM finding
and have asked for a stay of the drilling project until a series of
legal issues can be decided.
The Center challenges the legality of the BLM decision in a
number of areas. Foremost are issues about the road that heavy
drilling equipment would have to traverse to get to the site from
State Highway 14. The proposed route runs through a portion
of Red Rock Canyon State Park––land that is legally withdrawn
for mineral extraction use. The petition also contends that certain roads on the mining claim are not BLM recognized routes
and by law are closed to vehicle traffic including the drill rigs.

Photos: N. Blake

Photo right:
One of the places
where Glacial Minerals plans to drill
a test core in upper Last Chance Canyon.

The petitioner also contends that the BLM failed in its mandate to protect sensitive, natural, scenic, ecological and cultural
resource values when it approved the drilling. It points out several instances where the drilling proposal violates the Western
Mojave Plan and the California Desert Conservation Area Plan.
Likewise the BLM failed to comply with the environmental safeguards prescribed by the National Environmental Policy Act.
The BLM made a finding on a proposal to only drill 12 holes.
Considering the existing disturbance of numerous open shafts
and tailing piles from previous and abandoned mines in Last
Chance Canyon, these 12 holes seem trivial. What isn’t trivial
however is the project as a whole. If the drilling cores bear out,
Glacial Minerals Inc. is proposing to develop a new surface mine
in the El Paso Mountains. While we do not have the details of a
proposed mine––Glacial Minerals is keeping this to itself––this
lovely desert wilderness will be forever changed for the worse.

From 1982 to 2006 its price remained more or less steady ranging between $250 and $450 per ounce. In 2007 something
changed. In the ensuing years the price of gold went higher and
higher each year. By 2012 it reached a record high $1630 per
ounce. It has held a price over $1200 per ounce ever since.
While this rise in the price of gold has many factors, commodity
experts give two main reasons.. First are the emerging economies of India and China. Both cultures have strong traditions
Photos below: Cyanide Leeching. Gold bearing rock is ground into a fine powder
then heaped into catch basins. These heaps are sprayed with a cyanide solution, that dissolves the gold. The gold-cyanide liquid drains into the basin and is
pumped to a refining plant and smelter. The leftover heaps are a huge pollution
problem. Normal practice is to bury them as landfill. They are usually rich in
sulfides and in wet climates when they come in contact with water make sulfuric
acid and often pollute ground water and rivers.

Photo: Western Mining Project

The Center addressed the potential damage in its petition:
Our experience with other mines shows that mining
of many different types of ore can destroy all other resources of the public lands; leaving only mine tailings
and polluted water even after so-called reclamation.
The small quantities of mineral likely to be found
per ton of rock, indicate that full scale mining may
require open-pit cyanide heap leach mining or other
similarly damaging mining techniques, using bulldozers to tear up whole mountains of rock ore which
are then crushed and processed using vast amounts
of water and toxic chemicals to extract very small
amounts of gold. This process results in devastation
that can never be truly mitigated. And that is just the
geologic impacts - the biological, visual, cultural, air
quality and other impacts this ill-considered project
will cause are equally as devastating. The area of
devastation would impact scarce water resources, increase dust and air pollution in an already polluted air
basin and destroyed intact soils and habitats for rare
species.

Gold is a substance like no other on earth. While its modern
practical uses are few––mostly corrosion resistant electronic
contacts and dental fillings––historically the metal’s malleability, durability and scarcity made it an ideal material for coins
and monetary exchange. By Roman times gold and silver had
become common currency throughout the Old World. This
concord among humans that gold is a medium of exchange is
remarkable and has given gold high value for over 2000 years.
By the 20th Century paper money became widely accepted as
currency. In the 1970’s the United States and other governments
quit fixing the value of money on national gold bullion reserves.
The value of gold has since been determined by an open market.

Photo: U.S. Fish and Wildlfie Dept.

Photo above: The view from historic
Bickle Camp. Glacial Minerals owns
placer claims for the bajada in the top
part of this photo. It could all become
an open pit mine.
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Some of mankind’s greatest
tragedies have been the result of
the incessant, agressive acquisition of gold. Here 16th-century,
gold-seeking Spainiards battle
the Incas.

Photo: Wikimedia commons

Other than dental fillings and corrosion-resisitant electrical contacts, gold has little
practical use. Its value is derived solely on humans agreeing on it as a medium for
exchange. For all practical purposes gold has been supplanted by paper money.
Even so, gold continues to hold high value as a currency of fear.

“Gold gets dug out of the ground... Then
we melt it down, dig another hole, bury
it again and pay people to stand around
guarding it. It has no utility. Anyone
watching from Mars would be scratching their head.”–– Warren Buffet

Photo: Wikimedia commons

A 21st-century tragedy may
be in the making as an everrising population of humans
competes for limited gold
resources––raising gold prices
and making environmentally
destructive mining profitable.

Even though their currencies are no longer linked to
gold, First World countries are its biggest hoarders.
The U.S. Treasury holds over 8,133 metric tons.

Only 0.000001 percent of the ore obtained through open-pit mining consists of gold.
The rest must be discarded. It is estimated that open-pit mining creates at least
20 tons of toxic waste for every 0.333 ounce gold ring.–– Brilliant Earth

of saving money. Between 2000 and 2010, savings in both economies rose seven-fold. Emerging market consumers however had
limited investment choices. Local bank deposits often lost money
since the savings rate was frequently less than inflation. Access
to reliable stock markets was often restricted. Gold became an
attractive way to store value and even generate returns. Also in
these economies, there has been a tremendous increase in gold
consumption for jewelry. Indians have strong traditions of adorning themselves with jewelry and in both countries gold jewelry
is looked upon as a security contingency––it can be easily sold if
there is a dire need for money.
The second, and perhaps more important reason for gold price
inflation, was the sub-prime mortgage crisis and subsequent
financial collapse of 2007-08. The near loss of large financial
institutions brought a drop in stock prices and led to real estate
foreclosures. Consumer wealth declined by trillions of dollars.
Motivated by fear that the world economy would further decline
or completely fall apart––in no small part incited by apocalypse
prophets, conspiracy theorists, right-wing paranoia and even science fiction––investors turned to gold as a safe haven and brought
increase demand for coins and bullion. This hoarding of gold may
give owners some peace of mind but it is terrible for an economy
that so much money––that would be better used for economic
development––exists only to be secreted away in storage.
So here we are in 2015, with gold demand so strong that its value
has reached historic highs. World wide, thousands upon thousands of people are delving into gold production and the environment is taking a terrible beating. Can this be changed?
Certainly in the United States real tax reform that would bring
corporations and the super wealthy to pay an equitable share of
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taxes would raise revenues and go far in reducing the national
debt, giving confidence in paper money and discrediting the
doomsday mentality that fuels gold hoarding.
It is not impossible to imagine gold priced between $400 to $500
per ounce. The best mines could still make a profit supplying the
metal for industrial, dental and moderate jewelry use. If this were
to happen many environmentally destructive endeavors, such as
the Dragonfly Project, would no longer have a profit potential.
In the long term, the situation is more difficult and dire. There is
an ever increasing human population and only a limited amount
of gold. It is an incredibly rare substance and difficult to mine
and virtually all gold mining has a ruinous impact to the environment. There are budding movements such as Brilliant Earth and
No Dirty Gold with missions to reform the human rights abuses
and environmental destruction of the jewelry industry, however
these efforts do not address its finite supply. Sometime in the
future there will need to be a new concurrence that gold will hold
no value greater than its practical uses. I know this sounds farfetched, and it is, but with education, determination and example,
a worldwide, environmental catastrophe of rampant gold production might not befall us.
Short of this, as conservationists we need to remain vigilant and
active in protecting the environment. We must continue to oppose ill-conceived projects such as the Dragonfly Mine. We must
demand that existing environmental laws protect places like Last
Chance Canyon from this calamity. Then again there is a Tea
Party driven Republican Party that for ideological reasons wants
to do away with all regulation. We might be just a Scott Walker,
Rand Paul or even a Jeb Bush presidency away from seeing all
environmental safeguards heaped onto the tailings pile.

INSECT EYES
It has become part of my routine when gearing up for any
hike, desert or otherwise, and after the hiking shoes, sun hat/
screen, water bottle, and pack are in place, that I automatically
reach for my Pentax Papilio 8.5 x 21 binoculars and sling them
around my neck. I first learned of these amazing field glasses
on a California Native Plant Society hike when I watched the
odd behavior of members looking at the details of ground level
plants from a standing position. No more stooping down for
them as the Papilio is the only binocular on the market that can
focus on things as close as 18 inches away. In contrast, most
binoculars have a minimum close focusing distance of about 3-6
feet.

Photos: N. Blake

Karen Rusiniak’s endorsement of field glasses
that not only magnify far away objects but can
also focus on things up close––allowing the user a
comfortable portal to the tiny wonders of nature.

Karen Rusiniak (kneeling) and Marisa Seaman getting a
close-up look at creatures in the bushes at Anza-Borrego.

The Pentax Papilios (Papilio means butterfly in Italian) are
so lightweight at 10 ounces that you barely feel them around
your neck so I find I am much more likely to wear them for all
hikes as they are so comfortable and can fit in a pocket. They’re
good for bird watching, spotting rock art sites and long distance
viewing also. But for me, the ability to magnify flower parts
and observe insects so closely has really opened me up to what
I call the “other worlds”, those things around us that we usually
don’t notice, and therefore, have a lack of appreciation for, but
are nonetheless amazing. For instance, on my last trip to AnzaBorrego I stopped to watch some half-inch-wingspan butterflies
working a rubber rabbitbrush which was in bloom and was able
to see the minute scales on their wings which looked like stained
glass windows, the details of their antennae, some appendages
trailing off the wing tips and also noticed some insect eggs that
had been laid on the dead flowers of the bush. These are things
you miss without these binoculars. They’re like have a dissecting microscope in your pocket!

The author’s Pentax Papilio binoculars.

Photo: Wikimedia commons

Right now the Pentax Papilio binoculars range in price from
$103 - $170 depending on where you buy them. Why not treat
yourself or someone special to a pair, slow down and get a
glimpse into the other worlds around us? It will amaze you.
A special convergent optical system allows these
binoculars to focus down to 18 inches, making them
a sort of “field microscope.” (image simulated)
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RED ROCK
CANYONRANDSBURG
CAR CAMP

Photo: Stacy Tyrala

TRIP REPORT

Too bad this magazine is not in color. You would see vivid crimson and tan colored rock
strata and a deep blue sky–– a beautiful day in the desert.

NOVEMBER 21-23, 2014
This was a great trip for any member, entry
level, old timers… anyone who needed to
get out. It was perfect weather to be outside,
early winter, late fall, whatever you would
choose to call it. These days my body is best
suited for the car camp model, with day
hikes carrying a light pack.
Friday morning 9:00 am seven Desert Survivors (DS) met up at the Red Rock Canyon
State Park visitor’s center. Gary Cothran and
I, coming from only 60 miles away from our
homes in Lancaster, were the last to arrive.
We found a near-empty, developed campground and a small museum on site with a
video of Huell Howser’s Red Rock Canyon
segment playing in loop. The campground
has 5-star facilities (i.e. picnic tables, fire
rings, potable water and pit toilets.) Okay,
maybe that’s 4-stars. We all brought firewood. Ron from Nevada brought kindling.
After setting up our tents and gear we
day-hiked from camp. We trekked on-trail,
off-trail, did some trail finding following a
drainage system and crossed busy Highway
14. We witnessed the magnificent rose red,
orange and beige rock column structures
carved by wind, water and time. The rocks
are actually compressed sand, covered by
volcanic flows—no granite here. The area
has been closed to the annoying and destructive off-road vehicles of nearby Jawbone
Canyon and is reverting to wilderness.
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Friday night cocktail hour
and shared hors d’oeuvres
is a Desert Survivors tradition. DS members are a
friendly group. They are
welcoming, helpful and
generous with their transportation, and happyhour provisions. Around
the glowing fire we remembered past DS
trips and participants. We have an amazing
history and legacy that is premier in desert
travel. As we sat and talked I noticed the
different opinions and mindsets. One thing
I know, travel broadens us and it is healthy
to realize not everyone believes alike. Travel
changes us, loving and enjoying the desert
touches our souls.
Saturday morning, the alarm clock rang
at 7:00 am. As I stumbled out of my bag,
trying to slip on my boots, a party of 4
Chinese women hikers trooped down the
road nearby. Each gal was fitted head-to-toe
in spanking new Gore-Tex—obviously they
were tourists, most likely this was their first
visit to the desert. In their language I was
wondering if they were looking my way and
saying, “Look at that old guy, he can hardly
walk.” I was also wondering if later in the day
our group would be out looking for 4 lost
hikers. They looked so green.

Photos: N. Blake

By Chris Spelcher

Photo right: The monument at the
spring where the Manley-Jayhawk
party found water and were
revived after coming out of Death
Valley in 1849-50. There are no
signs of water now, just dust.

The stamping mill at the defunct Homestead
Mine. This was once a prospering gold mine;
now it is a place where locals dump their crap.

Photos: N. Blake

After breakfast we Desert Survivors got into
cars and headed for the nearby town of Cantil. Along the way we passed a large group
of (American) tourists who were out on the
playa, photographing ruins, perhaps looking
for a vortex and aliens. We parked down the
road and hiked out into the playa ourselves
where we found a large, forlorn stone
marker. This was the site of a spring where
in 1849 an ill-fated party of gold seekers
found water after blundering through Death
Valley. What we found was a dry, dusty spot,
with absolutely no sign that this place once
flowed with water—no doubt because of the
excessive pumping of the aquifer from the
wells in nearby California City.

One of many open mine shafts in the hills
around Ransdburg. Some go 800 feet deep!

Next we were off to Randsburg. This is a
town of long-abandoned gold mines, yet
still inhabited by a small number of residents. Author/historian Remi Nadeau in his
1965 book Ghost Towns & Mining Camps
of California said about Randsburg, “Of the
thousands who stampeded to the side of
Rand Mountain, few made their fortune. But
they had the time of their lives in California’s
one big mining boom of the 1890’s.”
Randsburg is a place to visit often. For a
couple of hours we had a chance to tour
on foot the ruins of mines and processing
plants across the valley from the town. You
might think you are alone here, but eyes
were watching us. Later when we were in
town several Randsburg residents came up
and asked about our group––who they had
watched with curiosity poking around the
mines. We ate lunch sitting in the warming sun on benches in front of a main street
saloon. This place was far from a ghost
town, as dozens upon dozens of dirt bikes
and 4-wheel-drive vehicles zoomed by all the
time while we ate.

Photo: L.A. Department of Water and Power

The memorial at the 1967 crash site of an X-15
rocket plane. A touching monument.

Next on our itinerary was a visit to the X-15
crash site memorial. In a remote spot north-

west of Randsburg, lies the monument to
Major Michael Adams, the first American astronaut to lose his life in the space program.
The X-15 was a 1960’s experimental rocket
plane that reached speeds up to 4,250
m.p.h. and flew to the edge of outer space
at 50 miles high. In 1967, Major Adams
was flying at 266,000 feet when a computer
failed, causing him to lose control of the
rocket ship. The aircraft plunged to earth at
mach-5 speeds, breaking up at 65,000 feet.
The fuselage with Major Adams on board fell
to this place in the desert. A fitting memorial
was erected in 2008. Those of us who had
grown up in the 1960s near Edwards AFB,
site of the test program, recalled the X-15.
We remembered the many sonic booms, and
those 12 pilots of the X-15 program who
certainly had the “right stuff.”
Our next stop was going to be the salt flats
of Koehn Lake. A strong wind had picked
up during the day and looking west, we
could see a dust storm rising off the dry lake
bottom. We changed plans and headed into
the hills south of Jawbone to a place where
the 101-year-old Los Angeles Aqueduct runs
above ground. We found a massive, 10-footdiameter steel pipe, held together with rivets
and covered with a thick back tar. William
Mulholland was the chief engineer on this
project, which sent the Owens Valley water
to Los Angeles. The result of this was an
ecological disaster for the Owens Valley—the
Owens River and Owens Lake dried up—but
made it possible for Los Angeles to become a
major population center.
Sunday morning we cleared camp and hiked
a short distance within the park, exploring
some sandy slot canyons. Around noon we
returned to our cars and all headed home.
There is so much to see and explore in our
Desert Solitaire. No one got hurt, or lost.
Everyone seemed to enjoy the trip and we’re
excited about going on the next one.

Left: The Los
Angeles Aqueduct
under construction in Pine Tree
Canyon in 1911.
Right: 103 years
later with the
Desert Survivors
at virtually the
same spot as the
1911 picture.
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BURNING MAN
L E AV E S N O T R A C E
Cleaning up after a week-long, 65,000 person party:
A lesson for the default world.
by Darrell Hunger
Every year, during the last week of August and into
the Labor Day weekend, 65,000 people will make
their way to a remote dry lake bed in the Black Rock
Desert in northern Nevada for a giant campout and
arts festival. The event is called Burning Man(BM)and
the campground becomes a metropolis called Black
Rock City (BRC).
Perhaps the mere mention of Burning Man conjures
up half naked people “partying on.” Yes, that is one
aspect that takes place at Black Rock City. Another
fact about the event is that it is the largest “Leave No
Trace” (LNT) event in the world.

Photo: Darrell Hunger

Earth Guardians Camp on the playa.
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The Burning Man organization supports the LNT
principles and environmental education through the
volunteer organization, Earth Guardians Camp. “The
camp” has approximately thirty members, including
three present or past members of Desert Survivors. Its
members work to instill the LNT principles and sign
up BRC citizens to volunteer to help keep “MOOP”
off the playa. MOOP means anything on the playa
that isn’t naturally occurring, and that’s just about
everything bought to the playa that is discarded or
lost––even the ash from cigarettes.
There are four basic volunteer opportunities available
to the citizens of BRC that the Earth Guardians Camp
coordinates:

Photo: J.H. Fearless, Voices of Burning Man

The Burning Man organization has written LNT as
one of its ten principles: “Leaving No Trace: Our
community respects the environment. We are committed to leave no physical trace of our activities
whenever we gather. We clean up after ourselves and
endeavor, whenever possible, to leave such places in a
better state than when we found them.”

The word at Black Rock City is the playa is much
cleaner since Burning Man’s presence. The worker/
citizens of BRC have been removing MOOP (Material
Out Of Place)of other groups who use the playa and
raising the bar for everyone.
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Clean-up volunteers form a Line Sweep. This is a quick and efficient way to scan and pick up debris.

Photo: Nicoli Maege, Creative Commons

Photo: Darrell Hunger

A typical group of Black Rock City citizens.

1. Once a day a group of volunteers are shuttled out to
the MOOP perimeter fence to clean that days “catch”.
Usually the catch is light weight materials, such as paper plastic wrappers and feathers broken loose from
costumes blown here by the wind.
2. After some training, volunteers, accompanied by a
Bureau of Land Management official, inspect the individual camps to make sure vehicles are not dripping
oil and gray water is captured correctly.
3. Monitoring the three hot springs in the greater
Black Rock Desert Conservation Area, 24 hours a
day, so festival goers will keep out of them. This is a
contractual requirement from BLM for the event.

Photo: Kyle Harmon, Wikimedia Commons

4. Pick up a MOOP bag and be an “unmoopie”––one
who picks up MOOP on his or her own. A MOOP
bag is fabricated by Earth Guardian members out of
recycled material––old cut up pants and neck ties.
There are about 250 made months before the festival
and brought to the playa to gift away.

MOOP bags: The Earth Guardian Camp hands out bags, made from
recycled clothing, for festival goers to use to pick up trash.

Earth Guardians also has an extensive lecture series
during the Burning Man festival week. The talks
include titles and subjects such as, Geology of the
Black Rock Desert, How Mushrooms Can Save the
Earth, Friends of the Black Rock Desert, and Batteries
made from Algae. Most of these wonderful talks were
coordinated by Karen Rusiniak, a member of Desert
Survivors.
When the music has stopped and everybody has
gone home, (and packed out what they have packed
in) the “Playa Restoration Team” scours the area for
hidden MOOP. This consists of everything from
wood splinters to buried screws. I
was a participant of the 2013 and
2014 Burning Man and witnessed
the remarkable effort to protect the
Black Rock playa. I was impressed
with the dedication of all citizens of
Black Rock City who make Burning Man the largest Leave No Trace
event on the planet. I also believe
this principle does carry into the
default world (non-Burning Man
time.) A favorite saying at Burning Man is “On the playa, on the
planet.”

As seen from the air: Every Labor Day this community springs up in the Black Rock Desert, Nevada.
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The Marble Mountain/
Trilobite Wilderness
Backpack November 2014
Trip Report by Bob Davis
“Have you done this before?”

Trip leader Bob Davis reckoning with a G.P.S. device.

I was asked this quietly several times as I lead them through a canyon
that began to steepen and narrow toward the imposing crest of Marble Mountain. The crux for this trip would be a route that I had not
explored. From multiple maps this track appeared to be the least difficult, yet there were narrows in the canyon on the way to the pass and
on the downhill side of the pass the canyon appeared to become short,
steep, and narrow. I felt my plan was sound but I also had some doubts.
The trip started for five Desert Survivors and myself from a guerrilla
campground near the junction of Kelbaker Road and the gas pipeline
road that runs along the north border of the wilderness. Our plan was
for a two and a half day backpack that would go cross-country east to
Cut Wash then follow the wash south to find a campsite in the wash.

The Trilobite Wilderness gets its name from a rock strata
in the Marble Mountains of Cambrian-era shale (545
million years old) containing abundant Trilobite fossils.
This aquatic creature was the dominant animal on the
planet for hundreds of millions of years.

The next morning we would leave the wash and go west
cross-country to a ravine that would lead to a mountain
pass to Castle Mine on the edge of the bajada. We would
cross the bajada on an old road then find a campsite in
one of the washes on the west of the mountain. The next
day there would remain a short hike in a wash to our base
camp.
There were several thundershower storms in the eastern
Mojave in the previous summer. Several bridge abutments
were washed out on Route 66 and there was abundant evidence of flooding in the wilderness. All unpaved roads we
saw were severely degraded. There was evidence of recent
major erosions of the banks of the washes. Organic debris
littered the sides of the washes and there was large gravel
in the bases of wash bushes. Even the bajadas between
washes had fresh flow patterns and abundant loose rocks.
The pipeline road on the north border of the wilderness was eroded
down to caliche in places. It was deeply grooved at small washes and
had deep, soft sand in the wide washes. I took that road to where Cut
Wash comes close to the road to make a water cache.
As we headed out through the Trilobite Wilderness we noticed that
there were very few cacti except for some small barrels and a few
struggling cholla. The only yuccas seen were north of the wilderness.
There was a single small spiny senna bush and a desert inky cap. We
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It took a sharp eye to spot this magnificently
camouflaged short-horned lizard.

Photo: A.H. Cominos

Photo: Bob Davis

saw smoke trees in Cut Wash; a few had large growths of dodder. In
washes there were several robust coyote melon vines with mature
melons.`
As for animal life, tarantulas were active. A short horned lizard was
seen as well as a few small fast lizards. There were a few phainopeplas, some quail, and several coveys of small birds.
As we trekked along Cut Wash we discovered an ancient Indian
trail. We followed it until it turned away from our route. There
were bushes growing out of the trail that were mature with no trails
around them, convincing me that this trail had not been used for a
long time.
Our packs that had been lighter than usual grew heavy after loading
4.5 liters of water at the cache. Even though this was expected by all
there was some muttering and muffled groans on lifting these packs.
Out first night camp was on comfortable flat sand in Cut Wash.
Each of the group had a different type of shelter including a double
layer tent, a single layer tent, bive bags with mosquito netting, and
tarps. At daybreak we turned toward the mountain to cross through
a cleft with narrows and over a pass hoping that we would
not encounter any impressive dryfalls. As we came to a
section of narrows we were relieved to find short dryfalls
that were not difficult. Now the unknown would be the
upcoming pass.

The backpackers in awe of a 45-foot high conglomerate wall.

Photo: A.H. Cominos

Photo: Bob Davis

Above photo: Tarantula spiders were active and out in numbers.
Left photo: A fox skull found along the hiker’s path.
Below photo: The hikers and a splendid Marble Mountians
vista. This is a special place that can only be
reached by foot.

It turned out that the approach to the pass was easy. The
route down the other side was a different matter. The canyon I had planned to descend was intimidating. It became
steeper and narrower as it turned out of sight in the distance. At the top of the pass we discovered an ancient trail
going along the crest. A short walk on this trail let us see
the top of an adjacent canyon that we thought might be a
better descent. Most of this canyon was not visible but on
the map it appeared wider and less steep than the first option. We took the second canyon and were relieved to find
that wide gravel flows made the downhill hike easy.
Emerging from the mountains we came to several abandoned mines, prospects, buildings, and ore processing sites
near Castle Mine. Mosquitoes were evident indicating that
there was still water somewhere nearby.
We continued on, crossing a rough bajada with multiple ravines and rows of piled up rocks. Finally we came to an old
road that was on the map that greatly eased our transit. We
reached the washes along the side of the mountain two hours
ahead of our schedule.
I had learned by satellite phone that I was needed at home.
We were about two-hours from our cars with about two
hours of light left in the day. After a brief discussion the
group volunteered to continue on to the trailhead camp. Our
path was mostly in washes. We got back to our trailhead as
twilight ended.

Photo: A.H. Cominos

More about Bob Davis’ wilderness travels at: riskingtoofar.com
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Photo: The guy who we handed our camera to take this shot

FRACK & BLACK
• Desert Survivors take to the
streets in a march to ban hydraulic
fracturing in California.

+

• An Interior Department official
who shaped desert energy policy in
bed with a wind power lobbyist.
Some of the Desert Survivors contingent at the anti-fracking demonstration in Oakland.

The bad news: There remains a concerted push to centralize solar power production in the form of utility-scale generating facilities on public desert lands, essentially converting intact wilderness
habitat into industrial zones. State and Federal agencies are colluding with private corporations and investors to secure vast tracks of
open land for this purpose. As readers of The Survivor and Desert
Survivors members may be aware, some of these projects have
already come to fruition with devastating results for wildlife and
habitat. More are being planned and prepared as of this writing.
Since the lands in question are public, there are (mostly) open processes for concerned citizens to weigh in on planned changes to
them. The qualifier “mostly” embedded in the previous sentence is a
result of recent news that the senior counselor to retired Secretary
of the Interior Ken Salazar, Steve W. Black, had an affair with a lobbyist for a renewable energy company and put his name forward
to serve as CEO of the American Energy Association while continuing to manage the approval of renewable energy projects
on public lands. The Inspector General or the Department of
the Interior released a report in November 2014 suggesting that
Mr. Black exerted improper influence on a wind project in the
Mojave, had manipulated environmental reviews on two solar
projects in the Ivanpah Valley and revised the Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan to expand industry’s access

Except for the foregoing aberrant behavior, it is through
these open processes of public comment, by educating the
public, participating in public
demonstrations like the February 7th march, and garnering
media attention that Desert
Survivors can influence the
fate of the targeted lands.

Photo: Bingham Consulting LLC

to biologically sensitive lands.
Mr. Black left the Interior Department in 2013.

Steve W. Black, former Senior Counselor to Interior Secretry Salazar. His
cozy relationship with the solar and
wind industries suggest improper behavior if not criminal double-dealing.

The eight Survivors at the march spoke to many other participants about the harm that large-scale industrial solar power
facilities are doing to the threatened desert tortoises, migratory and resident birds, resident kit foxes, loss of water tables,
and the overall degradation of habitat such projects create.
Happily, we were met with sympathetic ears. We also heard
that habitat harm isn’t limited to the desert sites from such
projects. Folks from San Luis Obispo County were quick to
point out that solar power projects near the Carrizo Plains National Monument infringe on indigenous ground squirrel habitat. Even though such lands
were previously disturbed for
agricultural purposes, wildlife
utilizes it anyway. By removing it from their use, more
pressure is brought to bear
on their continued survival.
This is very true anywhere
habitat is lost. For the author, too much habitat has
been lost already.
Many thanks go out to those
who came out that Saturday
and took a stand for desert
lands. Wild should wild remain.

Dave McMullen

Jessica Rothhaar and her advice to big oil.

To learn more about Steve W. Black go to: http://www.kcet.org/news/redefine/rewire/government/romance-may-have-derailed-science-in-california-energy-development.html
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To read the Inspector General’s report on Steve W. Black go to: http://www.doi.gov/oig/reports/upload/Steve_Black_Public.pdf

Photo: N. Blake

Eight Desert Survivors participated in the February 7, 2015, “March
for Real Climate Leadership” held in Oakland, CA. While the demonstration was organized to pressure California’s Governor Jerry Brown
to ban fracking within the state, Desert Survivors was there to keep
the specter of habitat destruction in the public’s eyes and ears as our
economy weans itself off fossil fuels and toward alternate sources of
energy––specifically solar and wind. The good news is that every day
more and more rooftop solar power is added to our country’s generating capacity. This Distributed Generation (DG) represents a faster,
cheaper, and more secure method of enlarging solar’s share of the
nation’s energy demand. There are manifold benefits to DG: energy
is produced where it is used; and it eliminates the need for long distance transmission lines, which require resources, destroy habitat,
and are subject to line losses along the way. Distributed Generation
also aids in preventing large area blackouts should there be an emergency in an area where a large-scale solar power plant is built. With
DG an emergency in one area does not interrupt power in others.

On The
Laughing River
By Cathy Luchetti

Animal photos: Wikimedia Commons

Photo: Cathy Luchetti

Jojoba

We will never get to the end of it, never plumb the bottom of
it, never know the whole of even so small and trivial and useless
and precious a place as Aravaipa. Therein lies our redemption.
Edward Abbey, Down the River, 1982

The Grand Canyon of the Sonoran Desert.
Coyote

Chicorea

Aravaipa creek is a relic. And like most relics, is worthy of attention, even veneration. Because, as the Arizona School of Renewable
Resources writes, “In Arizona most if not all perennial streams disappeared long ago, leaving only the gurgling Aravaipa, a word that’s
either Apache, Pima or Papago for ‘laughing waters’.” A creek that is
still laughing.
The clear waters cut through an 11-mile gorge that lies
southeast of Phoenix and northeast of Tucson in the Pinal
Mountains, an eleven-mile paradise little known outside
Arizona, called the “Grand Canyon of the Sonoran Desert.” As a BLM wilderness area, a permit is needed to travel
the canyon, and is good for only two days. No one wants this pristine riverine ecosystem, or desert jungle, to be worn down by hikers.
We picked up our permits at the BLM office in Safford, Arizona,
much to the surprise of the staff. “You came in?” one ranger asked.
They were impressed by our diligence and curiosity, as many hikers
only pay for the permit and register online. They cautioned us about
the high clearance road and the late spring runoff. On a beautiful
spring morning four of us––Don, Kim, Kenneth and I––drove away,
eager to see and hear the laughing river.

Turkey vulture

Civilization falls away as our truck bumps along the dusty Aravaipa Road, heading toward the east trailhead entrance. Ocotillo waves its red fingers as we pass. It is 45 miles through
private land, cacti desert, collapsed adobe huts, and hidden crops to the trailhead––a three-car inlet nearly
buried in cottonwood shade. Spring runoff has
flooded the multiple stream crossings en route. A
lesser vehicle would have stalled out.
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Animal & plant illustrations: public domain.

Kit fox

Blue heron

Before us simmers one of the Southwest’s most amazing stretches of desert canyon, an Eden of twisted andesite and steep tuff—part of the Galiuro
volcanics group––shaded by splurges of
cottonwood and cut through by nine giant
slices of side canyons, all over 1000 ft. deep.
The knee-high perennial creek looks shy and
mild, hardly the same raging torrent that flung
riprap and logs—sycamore, willow, salt cedar,
alder, desert hackberry and a kind of wild walnut the length of an oil derrick––onto the sandy
banks during flood time. The springs, seeps, and
streams nurture vegetation so lush, overgrown,
and pushy that it’s almost audible.
This is allergy country, but the seedy herbaceous
plants, so tangled you have to kick them to get
through, have other uses. Many are edible, some
medicinal, and a few fetchingly toxic. Sturdy poison hemlock from the carrot family shoots high,
its inviting, tiny flowers the same kind ingested
by Socrates as he sought death. Grass waves,
ferns dangle, toad rush and Arizona mousetail
rattle in the breeze. Mousetail is reputed to be
used by the Navajo for ant bites, or to facilitate
swallowing ants. In fact, this is an ant digestive!
Trailside, the Sonoran maiden fern
sprouts from slick, wet canyon
seeps, and in scouting for native herbs, I find bouquets of
chicorea, or dandelion, its
fresh leaves or dried roots
to be brewed into tea for
headaches.

Had I the time
to dry, grind
and steep wild
leaves, there
would be healing teas from
the Cardo Santo, or thistle
poppy,
from
silver sage, or lush green poleo, or pennyroyal mint. Poleo, writes ethno botanist Michael Moore, cures feverish headaches. Also useful for headaches is willow bark,
boiled and drunk.
Red penstemons, desert marigolds, strawberry cacti and
a wild tangled jaunty carpet of flowers sprout underfoot,
or hang like Babylon down the canyon walls.
Teddy bear cholla, agaves, jojoba, mesquite,
barrel cactus, hedgehog cactus, and clockface
prickly pear climb the steep banks, their shallow
roots digging an anxious foothold. The perennial creek supports one of the most lush riparian
habitats in Southern Arizona, easy to enjoy, easy
to access, as the trail crisscrosses the stream.
Evident everywhere are scat and prints, left by
mule deer, pronghorn, bighorn sheep, white
tailed deer, collared peccary, coyote, cougar, and
the canyon’s live-in black bear family, a mother
and cub seen snoozing under a palm tree. The
use trail is for all species, including smaller fry,
such as cottontails, ground squirrels, raccoons,
foxes, skunks, bobcats, and, incredibly, a coati
mundi, native to Central America as well as this
canyon. A pair frisk along the canyon ledges,
dragging their long raccoon tails across the rocks.
Pennyroyal mint
A rainbow of 150 species of birds warble at dawn, waking up the blue herons, hawks, and turkey vultures.
“Rattlers!” passing hikers told us. “Rattlers everywhere.”

Mesquite
Coati mundi
Rattlesnake
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White tailed deer
Red-tail hawk

One slithers by, flashing across the
path so quickly it only
has time to hiss. One saunters over the trail, forcing us to retreat. Long afternoon shadows are particularly creepy when you
imagine snakes in every dark fold. One juvenile, yellow scales amid yellow leaves, glides near my tent, rattle
lifted high. It sees me, flinches into strike mode and shakes
like brittlebush. Finally it moseys back to its route, but so
slowly as to seem deliberate. After half an hour, it has only
gone a few feet, finally curling up under a log at the campfire.
A few pokes with a stick and it strikes, curls, strikes again,
then curls into a tight pyramid, tail wagging. More pokes,
but it only fights back. We flip it a few feet and it sizzles back
at us. Finally, no recourse but to leave it alone and watch its
glacial creep from camp. With a final glare it slithers away,
but—like a teenager––so slowly as to seem deliberate. A
huge rattler, its head the size of a fist, greets Kenneth as we
climb the mountain behind camp. Both stared in shock before Kenneth peels downhill to safety.

Hemlock

Virgis Canyon, boulder choked
and tree strewn, enters on the
stream side left. It yawns steeply up to a series of spectacular terraces, each smooth, eroded
as silk, and pearly white in the overcast afternoon, and each
guarded by fierce boulders—there’s much climbing in this
canyon, one boulder fall after another. But the view both
up and down is spectacular. One huge bowl holds a sunken
plunge pool, inky black from depth. Higher up are arches,
folds, pockets, chimneys. There’s obligatory scrambling,
upward hoisting, and crevice pulling. At every level, more
spectacular views of the Galiano Mountains. The dryfalls,
progressively more complex, finally end after a 2-hour hike
and we summit to a high rock vantage overlooking a plunge
pool of Olympian size. Choke boulders block further uphill
access, but our view down over the many traveled levels is almost hallucinatory. With its lush foliage, upswept stone canyons, and easy walking access, this is a backpacking dream.
For me, the adventure of a wilderness backpack is not only
the physical strain, but tracing plants and their uses through
time. To camp near a leathery green jojoba and know that
the same oil sold at TJ’s was once used by Southwestern Indians for shampoo amazes. Its roasted beans made a strong
coffee, and its raw green seeds were ground into medicine
to relieve a sore throat. Here, every plant has a story, a history, and a use. As Edward Abbey wrote, “We have earned
enough memories, stored enough mental-emotional images in
our heads, from one brief day in Aravaipa Canyon, to enrich
the urban days to come.“

Cougar

Photo: Cathy Luchetti

The side canyons invite us like Utah slots. Booger Canyon,
our first, presents a rapidly narrowing ribbon of sky as the
walls press in. Canyon wrens trill. Clouds scuttle overhead.
Dark shadows carve out drainage leading to streams, seeps
and plunge pools as the sheer walls of red schist march toward Tucson. There’s no obstacle except time, and to travel
the full length would mean a moonlight return. Kim goes
ahead in the dusk to explore while we retreat back to the
stream bank. The two-day limit
means a car shuttle is needed to
fully explore.

Toad rush

Aravaipa Canyon
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ICY KISSES AND MY COLD-WEATHER CAMP
by Leonard Finegold

Physicist and long-time Desert Survivor, Len Finegold heads to the desert on a
late-November camping trip. True to the season, the desert gets frigid at night. Combine this with
rain and Len witnesses a rare phenomenon of cold and water on the roof of his rented car.
This short saga includes an area that is a
little distant for Survivors. I was in Phoenix for grand-kid’s birthday, and hence
for annual solo desert car-camping. I had
planned to go to Valley of Fire State Park,
Nevada, on the Monday before Thanksgiving; I was concerned that it would
be crowded. In the event, it was pretty
empty, so I had to be careful to hike on
trails in case I sprained an ankle. Then at
Thanksgiving, after the day’s outing, I returned to my little tent to find a plaintive
note, “Could you share your site with me
and my mother…sites are all full” with a
phone number. Alas, there was no cell
tower connection for me to reply. Valley of Fire is so good that it should be
a National Park. I did a side trip to the
nearest public library for Internet mail,
and to plan the next few days in Death
Valley. I stopped in at the Lost City museum; a docent reminded me that this area
was downwind of some of the nuclear
weapon testing just east of Death Valley.
Valley of Fire has welcome showers; it
was strange to luxuriate in a cold desert.
I thought briefly of stopping for a meal
in the town, but continued my usual cuisine. Once upon a time, I used to take a
backpacking stove, and cooked food and
made coffee (Colorado river mud method) every day. Friend Jon also solo car
camps but does not cook: He uses a pic-
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nic chest with food for a few days, then
finds a motel for a shower and hot food.
Some years ago, I tried emulating him,
without the ice chest. After a few days,
I liked it so much that I have continued
it since, without the motel stays. A can
opener is useful; soups are fine cold; can’t
find vichyssoise or gazpacho though. Rye
bread (German, some supermarkets) lasts
two weeks without ice. I wonder if any
other Desert Survivors do likewise, so
we can exchange culinary epistles (L@
drexel.edu). A side effect was that, on
the return to civilization, I continued not
drinking coffee. Warning: Practically all
studies show that moderate coffee drinking does no harm, and may actually be
good for you. So I’m living unhealthfully.
Death Valley too was deserted after
Thanksgiving, and was as magnificent as
ever, so I won’t attempt to write about
it. The new visitor center was now open;
you are allowed to touch the relief map. A
ranger had heard only vaguely about the
celebration that year of Death Valley being the hottest place on Earth. He also
thought that hot springs were a result of
water being warmed by friction as it falls
down from mountains. I tried to tell him
that the effect, though real, is minuscule,
and that the real reason that they are hot
is that the inside of the Earth is really
hot, ’cos of radioactive heating. I camped

at Texas Spring, higher up; I’d forgotten
about the Death Valley wind which one
night pulled out a six-inch nail tent-stake.
My rented car had a neat calculator that
estimated the number of miles left in the
tank. Gas is so expensive in Death Valley
that I carefully calculated the distance to
Pahrump, and bought an extra gallon to
make sure. On leaving the Valley, the gas
gauge dropped alarmingly: I forgot that the
Valley is the lowest place around (natch)
and we were climbing uphill. The tank
must have been pretty dry when I arrived
at Pahrump. DDIA. (Don’t Do It Again.)
I always wish I could have stayed in
Death Valley longer: I’d happily spend
a month or more exploring this special
place. East of Kingman, AZ I turned
off I-40 and headed south toward Burrow Creek. On previous trips to Death
Valley, we’d spotted this as a good place
to try. It is a wonderful Sonoran desert
canyon for a camp on the last night of
the trip. Along the route a road sign read,
Entering Mountainous Country. I suppose
I should have taken this as some sort of
warning, but I ignored it. Further up the
road, I saw a car parked 200 ft. off the
road in the grass. Odd. A minute later I
saw another car that had obviously run
off the road. I slowed down, tested my
brakes and felt no ice. I continued on.

Photos Leonard Finegold
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The frozen raindrops the author discovered on the roof of his car after
a cold and rainy night at Burrow Creek, AZ. The pointy tips of the ice
drops reminded him of Hershey Kisses. Note: the quarter coins for scale.

Illustration: J. Snoeijer, P. Brunet

I arrived at the Burrow Creek camp in
the dark; afterwards I was told I had chosen one of the two best sites, overlooking a stream and an easy-to-spot fault
line. Rain and sleet started around 9 pm,
blowing almost horizontally on my Sierra
Designs 1-person tent. Fortunately none
got in. It was a cold night, even though I
wore all my clothing to bed. Next morning, the weather was bright and clear and
cold. I got up, puttered around awhile,
then saw frozen raindrops on the roof of
my car, I had never seen the like before.
They were reminiscent of Hershey kisses
chocolate drops. Now, I did not have a
camera, but did have a new mini-iPad,
so I tried to take photos. “Go#@mn!”
and “S.O.#$%&!,” the screen camera but-

ton would not respond consistently to my
finger, nor to a special screen pen. And, as
the sun came up, the drops started melting. I frantically managed to shoot a few
photos, including one with quarter dollars
for scale. The drops all melted before I
had a chance to show other campers, and
so that they could confirm that I was not
hallucinating (yet again).
When I got back to Phoenix, I surfed the
web and Wikipedia (I use them so much
that I give them money every year); the
Hershey site didn’t have anything relevant, although it was sweet. There were
references to ice spikes, which are worth
looking at for fun, but not the same as
my drops. I came across the name Ken
Libbrecht, who’s famous for his work
on snow crystals, and sent him a picture.
He works on detectors for gravitational
waves. He doesn’t know me from Adam,

yet kindly replied in a day, with a reference to Snoeijer and Brunet (see below)
who explain the drops. (Otherwise I’d
still be surfing the web). The Hersheydrop shape is due to water expanding
(unlike almost all normal sensible liquids)
when it freezes onto a cold surface (the
car roof). The little tips, and the scattered shiny little tip-like objects, are ice
crystals which condensed from the water vapor in the air, similar to hoar frost.
The moral of this story: Keep your computer tablet warm.
Pointy ice-drops: How water freezes into a singular shape, Jacco H.
Snoeijer and Phillippe Brunet, American Journal of Physics 80,
764 (2012); doi: 10.1119/1.4726201 Online: http://stilton.
tnw.utwente.nl/people/snoeijer/Papers/SnoeijerAJP12.pdf
Freezing singularities in water drops, Oscar R. Enriquez,
Alvaro G. Marin, Koen G. Winkels and Jacco H. Snoeijer,
Physics of Fluids 24, 091102 (2012) Online: http://dx.doi.
org/10.1063/1.4747185

Researchers in Europe studied the icing phenomenon Len Finegold witnessed during his
trip. In laboratory tests they set up cameras to record what happens to a water drop that
comes in contact with a metal plate super-cooled by liquid nitrogen (Fig. 1) and dry ice
(Fig. 2). The water begins freezing immediately, with icing starting from the bottom and
quickly working up. In the last few moments of freezing the shape of the drop turns from
round to pointy––creating the Hershey Kisses shape. These photographs are from the
experiments, the illustration from a report of the findings. See citations above.
Photo: Oscar R. Enriquez, et al.

Moments later I saw another car off-road,
this time with a cop car on the scene––so
no need for me to report ice conditions.

Photo: J. Snoeijer, P. Brunet

Figure 1

Figure 2

Reproduced with permission from American Journal of Physics 80, 764 (2012) Copyright 2012, AIP Publishing LLC.

Reproduced with permission from Physics of Fluids 24, 091102 (2012). Copyright 2012, AIP Publishing LLC.
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STILLNESS AND SECRETS
Martina Konietzny

Stillness: I first stumbled upon Desert Survivors in September 2009 when,
absent mindedly, I found myself in the booth of Steve Tabor (the long-time Desert
Survivors president) at the Solano Stroll in Berkeley. Very quickly I was convinced
that trekking in the desert with experienced desert rats was my destiny for the second
part of my adulthood. Everything this group does, from getting one’s equipment to
perfection, to finding the trailhead somewhere 10-hours-driving-time to the south
(often the trailhead sign being just a pile of bottles with rubbish) followed by extreme
hiking for the next three days, would be exactly the elixir I needed to maintain my
mental acuity and physical limberness until I am 106 years old. I was approaching my
50th birthday at the time.
As a dollop of dessert to boot, I wanted to be a good role model for my then nine year
old daughter, who is still wondering today why I do the dishes while standing on one
leg on a washcloth (a trick taught me by trip-leader Bob Davis for balance). Little did
I know that my entire life would change on that tiny cosmos of a washcloth. With
new equipment, and the incredible knowledge I gained through many of our leaders, I
was now ready to survive on the streets after an economic melt-down and for the constant doom and gloom that hovers as a thick cloud, black and ominous over Berkeley.
I have been preaching to my daughter since inception that education and independence are the tickets to a fulfilling adulthood. With this, if she wished to change gears
after the first part of her life, she will, as I stand testament, be fine to start over in her
middle years. It is the desert that gives me strength to raise a child.
The incredible stillness of the desert stretches over a vast expanse. Here I am allowed
to settle into a deep relationship with my life force. Here I re-charge stillness.
Back in 2010 my daughter and I counted tortoise burrows with Desert Survivors and
came upon the hundreds of old-growth barrel cactuses, Echinocactus grusonii (some
over 500 years old) as proof to “BrightSource” that Ivanpah was not the best place to
build a solar power plant. Here we came upon the shell of a long-dead tortoise. As
the reader may know, a Gopherus agassizii lives 95% of her lifespan underground.
She stores and carries 40% of her bodyweight in water mixed with urea, uric acid and
nitrogenous wastes. Her ancient body, when touched or molested in any way, will
empty its bladder. This is probably a defensive reflex that makes the tortoise distasteful to predators, however it leaves her at considerable disadvantage during dry periods. Had this tortoise died because of a human touch?
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Last month I travelled past Ivanpah again to hike the Red Rock Canyon. I could not
believe how large the solar plant was, stretching through the valley. I was trying to
imagine its recipients, wishing that they would be carefully using its energy.
Now at home in my living room, contemplating motherhood’s brutal work hours, 24
hours on call for perhaps five minutes of sweetness, I turn into a lizard with a “sit and
wait” predator-style attitude. Once received it will help me to breathe through the
mean insults and quiet disdain that can exude from a teenage child toward the one
who made her. I often get up around 3:30 am to seek the pre-dawn stillness for my reflection and reading hour. Here I languish in stillness, listening and feeling embalmed
by my books and in the background the Wiener Philharmonic playing Ravel’s Bolero.
The tender and slow drum with incoming flute, adding oboe, harp, horn and trumpet,
a mixture of Arabian mysteries, reminds me of the desert’s distant music.
“...its pitch too high and pure.” I cannot hear.
Edward Abbey writes in Desert Solitaire, “Lavender clouds sail like a fleet of ships
across the pale green dawn; each base of fiery gold.” Humbled by the poetry of Mr.
Abbey and Thoreau (“I wanted to live deep and suck out all the marrow of life”), I
revel in their magnificent, eloquent prose and wisdom and I try to live my life accordingly. Another nature writer might never top their words. Both were committed
activists with deep profound hearts. Both lived inside the belly of the beast. Both were
die-hards. Both found wisdom in solitude and silence. Their simplicity and teachings
inspires the raising of my teenager.
I am constantly in a slow dance between silence and solitude hoping to explain the
necessary when it comes to our reproductive organs, but often met with a face of disgust, calling out, “TMI!”-Too Much Information.
It is hard to get through to our children, while they are holding text devices in the
palms with the need to stay in constant touch with their peers. I have made it my
personal quest to become one of the Sirens from the Iliad to lure her away from her
electronics. It may cost a fortune, having her in swim class, hip-hop, hula, piano
and singing lessons, math tutoring, German school, therapy, or reading to a dog in
the public library, whatever activities I can think of that make it impossible for her
to balance a smart phone. Meanwhile I mourn the loss of silent habitat in our cities.
Our once quiet, serene public surroundings are now too often littered with flickering screens in restaurants, doctor’s offices, bars, buses and gas stations. Stillness and
silence are dwindling in secular places.

Secrets: We all may collectively own them yet each and
every single one is buried deep into our cells and neurons. It
becomes heaviest if one is the lone bearer of them. I always
know when I have to get myself to sojourn into the desert.
When my head gets too full and I do not remember if Moby
Dick is the whale or its fascinating captain, I start imagining
the desert as an ocean into which I can empty my full head. It
is a precious place for me. The last time I was there, I buried
my secret, scribbled on a note, under a blooming ocotillo. This
secret has not bothered me since. In case you have something
you have carried around and you’d like to free yourself of, please
send it to me in a sealed envelope to my address. I will promise
to take it unopened and will place it into the desert earth where
it can mingle and cajole under the vast star-spangled night skies
and become one with the elements.

The author at age 15.

Desert photo: Bob Davis - riskingtoofar.com
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Photos from Our

Photo: Marisa Seaman

Photo:A.H. Cominos

Left:
The Woman of the Dunes, Death
Valley Car Camp, October 2014.

Photo:N. Blake

Photo:A.H. Cominos

Photo:N. Blake

Pinnacles park ranger demonstrating the wingspan of a California condor.

Happy hour on the White Mountains
Car Camp, August 2014.

Photo: Marisa Seaman

Our holiday party 2014, hosted by Martina Koneitzny.

On her first trip to the desert upon retiring, she finds this.`

Photo: Lynne Buckner

Photo:N. Blake

The Death Valley Car Camp, October 2014.

One happy camper.
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The potluck feast at The Pinnacles Annual General Meeting.

Photo:Martina Konietzny

Photo: Lynne Buckner

Photo:N. Blake

Trips and Events

Below:
An early exit for a Desert Survivor
at the Annual General Meeting.

“What do I hear for
this frying pan?”

Photo:Bob Davis

Photo:N. Blake

Hiking the White Mountains, August 2014

Anti-fracking march in Oakland, February 2015

Photo: Marisa Seaman

Photo: N. Blake

Mono Pass backpack, September 2014.

Stacy brought her mom to the Holiday Party. Yay!

Photo: N. Blake

Everyone a bit dejected after failing to bag White Mountain Peak.
Above:
Desert Survivors cast a long shadow
in Death Valley, October 2014.
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Desert Survivors Membership Form
Membership dues are just $30/year, although additional donations are welcome.
You can renew your membership by filling out this form and mailing it in with a
check to the address shown below.
Name (req’d) _____________________________________________________________
Street Address (req’d) ______________________________________________________

Photo: N. Blake

City, State, Zip Code (req’d)__________________________________________________
Phone number: ___________________________________________________________
E-mail address: ___________________________________________________________
(Desert Survivors strives to prevent unsolicited use of members’ e-mail addresses,
and contact details, and will not knowingly allow misuse. Our email-list servers guard
email confidentiality.)
I want to renew at the following rate (make check payable to “Desert Survivors”):
____ $30 - Tortoise (basic rate) ____ $50 - Roadrunner ____ $100 - Coyote
_____$500 – Bristlecone ____$1000-Bighorn

Red Rock Canyon Car Camp, November 2014.

